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Abatraot

The ero88-seotlOB for (ir*t jfy) reaotion on
i20 is calculated in S H A at 100 and 180 MeV incident

energy. The effect of pi on distortion is found to be

strong. Around 180 Me? the effeot la strongly

absorptive nhile around 100 Me? it is vainly dispersive.



Vlth the availability of high-intenoity •eaon-

beame from neaon factories, it ia now possible to use pi-

•eaona to study nuclear properties. In addition to opening

up new reaction ohannele (suoh as double charge exchange)

which are not possible with conventional probes, these

mesons beams can alao be uaed in conjunction with usual

projectiles. One such example is the pion-induced knock-out

reaction which may complement the data obtained from, say,

nucleon-induced knock-out reactions. Several activation

experiments ' (which give total knock-out oross sections) and

emulsion experiments'' (whioh give j^ and ^g- ) have already

been performed and complete-geometry experiments are planned*

With this increase in experimental activity, it 18 important

to have a detailed theoretical study of pion-induced knock-

out reactions. Moat of the earlier calculations" have been

devoted to explain the anomalous iaospin ratio observed in IT*

and Tf induced knock-out reactions. In a recent calculation,

Jackson* Ioazmides and Thomas ' have proposed certain type of

fixed-geometry experiments where the factorisation approxima-

tion can be tested and the role of pion distortion in knock-

out reaction can be determined. One of their conclusion is

that knock-out cross sections are not muoh sensitive to off-

shell effects. On the other hand, a calculation of Jain and

Phatak5' appears to indicate that the magnitude of knook-out
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oross-seotion8 are rather sensitive to off-shell effects

although the shapes of the pion angular end nuoleon energy

distributions remain more or less same. In the present

letter ire want to present the pion-distortlon effects on

knock-out reaotions. In the following we shall first des-

cribe the details of calculation and later discuss the

results.

Using the distorted wave impulse approximation, the

scattering matrix for knock-out reaotion is written as

\r» v< *"**"*; 1V
l **.

where *X S are appropriate distorted waves, <fr is the wave-

function of bound nucleon and "tffN la the free ITKJ scattering

matrix. In coordinate-epace representation the scattering

matrix can be written as, ..

In obtaining this expression, we have assumed that the range

of tfhJ interaction is small -in comparison with nuclear size

end that the nucleon distorted wave peaks near its asymptotlo

momentum. Hence the off-shell momenta appearing in TTH

scattering matrices are
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and

where h^ is the asymptotic nucleon momentum, €JJ- (.€77

is the total energy of incoming (outgoing) pi on and Kjr and

are the local (not asymptotic) pi on momenta. The

neglect of T5hJ scattering matrix dependence on nucleon raomen-

tumrspread can be justified since, due to small €n]to ratio,

f7f\j relative momenta do not change much with changes is

nucleon momenta.

In order to evaluate the TFN scattering matrix we need

to know the effective pi on momentum in the nucleus. This we

have done by solving the dispersion equation

(3)
where ^ is the nuclear density at T and -f is the

forward scattering amplitude at the pion momentum in the medium.

The UN scattering matrix is then calculated by choosing it to

be of separable form. The on-shell fjM energy, E, is chosen to

be of the form
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where E« Is the binding energy of knocked-out nueleon,
ft

p Yqrf) la the incoming (outgoing) pion lab. momentum and

Ck, the lab. momentum of the outgoing nucleon. Nucleon

distorted waves, required in evaluating eq.(2}, have been
obtained from optical potential parameters of Henet et al '

and pion distorted wave have been calculated by using momen-

turn-space code of Eisenstein and Tabakin whioh is based on
a)the work of Landau, Fhatak and Tabakin '. The bound-nucleon

wavefunction is calculated by using Woods-Saxon parameters

determined by Elton and SwiMr'. With parti el wave expansion,

the scattering matrix for knock-out reaction becomes

where T, and T^ are non spin-flip and spin-flip contributions.

T, (Ti ) i s defined as

'* ~
i/a

with
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and

i is the radial part of the distorted wave of angular

momentum I , U?y,g the radial wavefunction of the bound

nucleon and -ttf the rflJ scattering matrix.

We have calculated the scattering matrix for
19 '

( H rf*p ) reaction on 0. Since the main aim of present

work is to study the effect of the distortion of the pion

wavefunction on knock-out reaotion, we have considered the

knock-out of ^j*. proton and also restricted the calculation

to W* = 0. We believe thatWUs +1 terms will not qualitati-

vely change the results.

In terms of the scattering matrix, the differential

cross section for knock-out reaction is given,by

where Tĵ  Is the kinetic energy of outgoing nucleons and

the uBSd of the recoiling nucleus. The results of our calcu-

lation can be summarized as followst

1) Ratio of the integrated plane wave-distorted wave

cro3s-oectlons; This ratio is very much dose to unity for

low energy pions ( X 1 0 0 MeV). Near the 3-3 resonance energies,
l*o

how^ever, it becomes very large. For example, at MeY of
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pion klnetlo energy, this ratio is ** 5. Tbie clearly reflects

the role of absorptive plon optioal potential. Probably in

this region one may be able to justify "surface knock-out"

model in which the knock-out reaction is supposed to take

place in the nuclear surface". Suoh a model will obviously

not work at lower pion energies*

2) Proton energy spectrum In figure 1-2 we have plotted

proton energy spectrum for plane wave and distorted wave results,

This figure shows that with the introduction of distorted waves,
I r

proton energy spectrum shifts to higher proton energies. The

reduction in the cross section at lower nucleon energies could

be understood in following way. Lower nuoleon energies corres-

pond to higher outgoing pion energies and slnoe the strength of

the pion optical potential increases as one goes near the resonan-

ce region there is more absorption at these energies and henoe

the reduction in knock-out cross-sections. On the other hand,

at lower pion energies (and hence larger nucleon energies) the

absorption effects are negligible. Hence at 100 XeV, there is a

shift in the peak of the energy spgotrum (with 4otal knook-out

oross section remaining more or less same as that for plans wave

calculation). At 200 HeV, on the other hand, absorption plays a

dominant role and there is net reduction in total knock-out

cross-section. Another Important effect seen in 200 Me* proton
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spectrum is that low energy peak that appears in plane wave

calculation is completely removed by using distorted waves.

Qualitatively one can argue that low (high) energy protons

correspond to outgoing pions is forward (baokward) direction and

the double-peak in proton energy spectrum essentially results

from the folding of 1W amplitude (which has a dominant p-wave

character) with the phase space. Thus, it appears that with

pi on distorted waves, knock-out events In which the outgoing plon

is in forward direction are considerably suppressed. In earlier

semi-classical models of pi on-induced knock-out reactions (eg.

ref.3) Pauli principle was Invoked to suppress these events. Our

calculation, on the other hand, seem to indicate that this suppre-

ssion mainly arises from the energy-dependence of pion optical

potential and geometric effects, namely the forward (backward)

going piono have larger (smaller) energy*

3) Pion differential cross sections! The strong energy

dependence and the geometrical effects would of course produoe a

asymmetric pion angular distribution* Figure 3, for example,

shows pion differential cross section at 100 MeV pion incident

energy. Consistent with the results for proton energy spectrum

discussed earlier, the main effect of pion distorted waves, from

this figure, appears to be a reduction in small angle cross

sections and an increase in large angle oross sections.
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Xn conclusion we nay summarise that the effect of

pion distortion in ( F, JTM ) reaction is strong* Around the

(3*3) resonance energy it reduces the cross-section,. ljy as

such as a factor of 5» while away fro» it, the effeot of

distortion is aalnly dispersive. The strong energy depen-

dence of the pion optical potential produces an asyanetrie

pion angular distribution*
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f ig .1 . The energy epeotrua of the kcooked-out protons oa
12O at 100 He? incident energy.

Tig. 2* The energy apeotrua of the knookad-out protane on .
120 at 180 Me? incident energy.

Pig.3* Angular distribution of qpaai-elaetieelly eoattered
12

plena on 0 at 100 VeV incident energy*
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